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Is Heaven on Earth Really Possible? When we struggle with defeat and
discouragement, the Holy Spirit is the key to victory and peace. Best-selling
author Dr. Myles Munroe shows how to bring order to the chaos in your life,
receive God’s power to heal and deliver, fulfill your true purpose with joy, be a
leader in your sphere of influence, and be part of God’s government on earth.
We have access to the unseen world of the Spirit and can bring heavenly
influence to earth. When you receive God’s Spirit into your life, you will find that
His gifts are your birthright. Receive the fullness of God’s Spirit and start living in
the spiritual power that God has promised you. “It is to your advantage that I go
away; for if I do not go away, the Helper will not come to you; but if I depart, I will
send Him to you” (John 16:7 NKJV).
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during
the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's
disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean
against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
In this study guide companion to Myles Munroe's eye-opening book, The
Principles and Power of Vision, you will explore deeper insights into your purpose
and thought-provoking questions for personal application to your life. Designed
for either individual or group study, this guide will help you to find out the most
important thing you can about yourself--the purpose for your existence. As you
progress through the time-tested truths and principles of vision in these pages,
you will come to understand your life's purpose, discover how to make your
dreams and hopes a living reality, and find a new passion for living.
To many people, the word glory represents an attribute of the Almighty but is
unrelated to mankind. Dr. Myles Munroe maintains that all created things, from
tall mountain peaks to beautiful butterflies to the amazing human being, are
infused with their own unique glory -- given by the Creator, designed to be
displayed. With this study guide companion to The Purpose and Power of God's
Glory, you have the opportunity to further explore why God has "crowned [you]
with glory" (see Ps. 8:5) and what He wants you to do with your glory. Individually
or in a small group, the following acrostic will aid your study: Gain insights
through challenging your mind... Look it up in the Word of God... Order your
thoughts... Rehearse your plan to change... Your next step...meditation, prayer,
and worship... Are you ready to take your spiritual life to the next level? Book
jacket.
Probably no other dimension of human experience has been pondered,
discussed, debated, analyzed, and dreamed about more than the nature of true
love. Love is everywhere -- in songs and in books, on televisions and on movie
screens. Yet, for all of our thinking and talking, how many of us truly understand
love and where can we turn for genuine insight in matters of true love?
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Women of every culture and society are facing the dilemma of identity.
Traditional views of what it means to be a woman and changing cultural and
marital roles are causing women conflict in their relationships with men. Women
are under tremendous stress as they struggle to discover who they are and what
role they are to play today—in the family, the community, and the world. In this
expanded edition of Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women, now with
helpful study questions following each chapter, best-selling author Dr. Myles
Munroe examines societies’ attitudes toward women and addresses vital issues
such as: Are women and men equal? How is a woman unique from a man? What
does the Bible really teach about women? Is the woman to blame for the fall of
mankind? What are the purpose and design of the woman? Should women be in
leadership? What is a woman’s basic communication style? What are a
woman’s emotional and sexual needs? What is a woman’s potential? To live
successfully in the world, women need a new awareness of who they are and
new skills to meet today’s challenges. Whether you are a woman or a man,
married or single, this book will help you to understand the woman as she was
meant to be.
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe reveals the secrets of dynamic leadership
that will turn your leadership potential into a potent reality. Within each of us lies
the potential to be an effective leader!
Understanding the Purpose and Power of Men by Dr. Myles Munroe tackles the
critical issue of men's identity in the climate of today's ever changing cultural
standards and reveals how men can fulfill their true destiny and potential. Dr.
Munroe is an original thinker, firmly established in the Scriptures, who continually
goes back to God's purpose and plan in creation to rediscover the true nature of
our humanity.In this study guide companion to his groundbreaking book, you'll
explore deeper insights into God's truth about men and find thought-provoking
questions for personal application to your life. Designed for either individual or
group study, and practical and beneficial for both men and women, this guide
helps you to...* Dig deeper into God's proven principles* Expand your knowledge
of the issues at hand* Enrich your understanding of God's truths* Apply the
material to your particular life circumstances* Fulfill your true purpose and
potential in lifeThe most important thing we can find out about ourselves and
others is the purpose of our existence. Do you know yours?The Man as He Was
Meant to Be [tagline]
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe takes you into the depths of praise and
worship as he reveals the purpose and power of God’s presence—the
established ideal atmosphere in which humankind was designed to function.
From more than 30 years of ministry, teaching, and study, Dr. Myles Munroe
presents rock solid, time-tested principles about the complex issues of praise and
worship. In this engaging and authoritative work you will learn: The key to
maximizing your potential on earth. Why God placed man in the Garden of Eden.
The purpose and priority of the presence of God. The seven dimensions of
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praise. The purpose and power of personal and corporate worship. How to
practice and protect the presence of God in your life. Much, much more! The
Purpose and Power of Praise & Worship Expanded edition includes a
comprehensive study guide with concrete, practical application for pressing in to
a new level of relationship with God. With study questions and assignments
designed for individual or group use, you will: Deepen your understanding of the
biblical foundations of praise and worship. Easily apply key principles to your life.
Want to practice praise and worship, both corporately and personally.
Do you know your purpose in life? Are you living up to your full potential? You
can do both successfully and powerfully by learning how to unleash the plan your
Creator designed especially for you! When nations and individuals lost their
sense of purpose and significance, then confusion, frustration, disillusionment,
and corporate suicide-whether gradual or instant-will most surely follow. Dr Myles
Munroe's personal experiences and stories are balanced with a solid biblical
foundation to help you regain your sense of purpose. You can unleash your Godgiven talents and skills, and benefit from your potential-every joyful day of your
life!
When governments collapse, human philosophies fail and your life is crashing
down around you, Rediscovering the Kingdom will become your guide through
the treacherous storms of the 21st century. All of the past ideologies have failed;
humanism, communism, totalitarianism, fascism, socialism and even democracy.
This is a philosophy, an ideology that will not fail, for it was born in the heart of
God Himself. As Dr. Munroe unveils the reality and the power of the Kingdom of
God, you will be challenged to the core of your religious soul as you discover
realities that few have seen, let alone talked about. Rediscovering the Kingdom
will defy almost every concept you have about religion as it shifts the focus away
from religion towards the ultimate issue - the Kingdom of God. In this book you
will discover: The keys that make the Kingdom function in your life. Why
governments and world leaders continue to fail us. Why religion can never fulfill
your deepest desire. Why power is the pursuit of all mankind. The present and
future reality of the Kingdom among us. The original message and purpose of
Jesus.
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe offers daily practical and biblical advice for
women. Based on two of his most popular books, Understanding the Purpose
and Power of Women and Understanding the Purpose and Power of Men, this
90-day devotional will help you truly understand your God-given purpose and
power as a woman. Each day’s reading includes teaching and encouragement, a
Scripture reading from both the Old and New Testaments, and a thought for the
day to draw you closer to God and His purposes for you. Explore the nature and
role of women as God intended, addressing such issues as: How is a woman
uniquely different from a man? What are the purpose and design of the woman?
What are a woman’s emotional and sexual needs? What is a woman's role as a
leader? What does the Bible really teach about women? As Dr. Munroe writes, "A
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woman cannot fulfill her purpose unless she is in relationship with God." Through
this devotional, you can deepen your relationship with your heavenly Father and
fulfill your potential as an integral part of His eternal purposes.
Understanding the Purpose and Power of WomenGod's Design for Female
IdentityWhitaker House
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe offers daily practical and biblical advice for
men. Based on two of his most popular books, Understanding the Purpose and
Power of Men and Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women, this 90-day
devotional will help you truly understand your God-given purpose and power as a
man. Each day's reading includes teaching and encouragement, a Scripture
reading from both the Old and New Testaments, and a thought for the day to
draw you closer to God the Father and His purposes for you. Explore the nature
and role of men as God intended, addressing such issues as: What does the
Bible really teach about men and women? What does it mean to be male? What
are the purpose and design of the man? How is a man uniquely different from a
woman? What is a man's role as a husband and father? What are a man's sexual
needs? How are men and women meant to relate to one another? How can a
man build a better life for himself, his family, and the world? Through this
devotional, you can strengthen your relationship with your heavenly Father as
you discover how to fulfill your destiny and potential as an integral part of His
eternal purposes.
Storylistening makes the case for the urgent need to take stories seriously in
order to improve public reasoning. Dillon and Craig provide a theory and practice
for gathering narrative evidence that will complement and strengthen, not distort,
other forms of evidence, including that from science. Focusing on the cognitive
and the collective, Dillon and Craig show how stories offer alternative points of
view, create and cohere collective identities, function as narrative models, and
play a crucial role in anticipation. They explore these four functions in areas of
public reasoning where decisions are strongly influenced by contentious
knowledge and powerful imaginings: climate change, artificial intelligence, the
economy, and nuclear weapons and power. Vivid performative readings of
stories from The Ballad of Tam-Lin to The Terminator demonstrate the insights
that storylistening can bring and the ways it might be practised. The book
provokes a reimagining of what a public humanities might look like, and shows
how the structures and practices of public reasoning can evolve to better
incorporate narrative evidence. Storylistening aims to create the conditions in
which the important task of listening to stories is possible, expected, and
becomes endemic. Taking the reader through complex ideas from different
disciplines in ways that do not require any prior knowledge, this book is an
essential read for policymakers, political scientists, students of literary studies,
and anyone interested in the public humanities and the value, importance, and
operation of narratives.
Whether you are a businessperson, a departmental manager, an employee, a
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homemaker, a student, or a head of state, author Myles Munroe explains how
you can make your dreams and hopes a living reality. Through The Principles
and Power of Vision, you will… Discover your purpose in life. Understand why
vision is essential to your success. Grasp the necessary keys for fulfilling your
life’s dream. Develop a specific plan for achieving your vision. Overcome
obstacles to your vision. Your success is not dependent on the state of the
economy, what careers are currently in demand, or what the job market is like.
You do not need to be hindered by what people think you are capable of or a lack
of resources. This book provides you with time-tested principles that will enable
you to fulfill your vision no matter who you are or where you come from. You
were not meant for a mundane or mediocre life. You do not exist just to earn a
paycheck. Revive your passion for living. Pursue your dream. Discover your
vision—and find your true life.
You were born to lead. Now it's time to become a leader. Leaders may be found in
boardrooms, but they may also be found in families, schools, and organizations of all
kinds—anywhere people interact, nurture, create, or build. Contrary to popular opinion,
leadership is not meant for an elite group of people who, by fate or accident, become
leaders while everyone else is consigned to being a lifelong follower. After personally
training thousands of leaders from around the world, best-selling author Dr. Myles
Munroe reports that while every person possesses the potential of leadership, many do
not understand how to cultivate the leadership nature and how to apply it to their lives.
In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr. Munroe defines the unique attitudes that all effective
leaders exhibit, explains how to eliminate hindrances to your leadership abilities, and
helps you to fulfill your particular calling in life. "...a defining portrait of true and effective
leadership. On these pages you will discover your purpose, your passion, and your
potential to become the leader God has destined you to be." —Pastor John Hagee,
Cornerstone Church "[Dr Myles Munroe's] wisdom is to the believer what a phone booth
was to Superman! Step into every page and be charged!" —Bishop T. D. Jakes, The
Potter's House of Dallas "The world is groaning in travail, waiting for the manifestation
of those who will rise up as followers of God and leaders of men.... Dr. Myles Munroe
will give you invaluable insight in your quest to discover and develop the spirit of a
leader." —Pastor Rod Parsley, World Harvest Church "Are you aware that God has
ordained you to be a leader? In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr. Myles Munroe gives us the
key to find the hidden leader within ourselves. I highly recommend this inspired book to
all." —Paul F. Crouch, Trinity Broadcasting Network "In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr.
Myles Munroe taps into the core truths of authentic, successful leadership. Through
decades of study and careful observation, Dr. Munroe has identified the key—the
missing ingredient that activates the potential to lead found within every human being."
—Marilyn Hickey, Marilyn Hickey Ministries
"This collection of three of Myles Munroe's seminal works explores the deeper biblical
purposes of God for men, women, and prayer"--Provided by publisher.
Through his unique perspective on the often-misunderstood subject of prayer,
bestselling author Dr. Munroe takes the mystery out of prayer, providing practical
answers for difficult questions about communicating with God.
This book is about your original purpose for existence and the source of meaning
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behind your life. In these pages you will discover the Creator’s divine motivation,
design, and mandate for His creation and your role in that creation. After reading this
book, you will be equipped with the knowledge to answer some of the questions
addressing the heart cries of humanity in our search for a better world. I am convinced
also that you will come to believe, as I do, that there is hope for mankind, but only as
we reconnect to the source of creation and our Creator’s original concepts for life on
planet earth. It is this concern that this book will attempt to address. The goal of this
book is to reintroduce the concepts, principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms
as presented by the Creator and show the superior and advantageous nature of
kingdom as compared to any religion, political ideology, government system, or social
program. Join me as we explore and understand the precepts and principles of “the
Kingdom.”
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe offers daily practical and biblical advice for men.
Based on two of his most popular books, Understanding the Purpose and Power of
Men and Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women, this 90-day devotional will
help you truly understand your God-given purpose and power as a man. Each day’s
reading includes teaching and encouragement, a Scripture reading from both the Old
and New Testaments, and a thought for the day to draw you closer to God the Father
and His purposes for you. Explore the nature and role of men as God intended,
addressing such issues as: What does the Bible really teach about men and women?
What does it mean to be male? What are the purpose and design of the man? How is a
man uniquely different from a woman? What is a man’s role as a husband and father?
What are a man’s sexual needs? How are men and women meant to relate to one
another? How can a man build a better life for himself, his family, and the world?
Through this devotional, you can strengthen your relationship with your heavenly Father
as you discover how to fulfill your destiny and potential as an integral part of His eternal
purposes.
Designed for either individual or small group study, this companion guide to
Understanding the Purpose and Power of Prayer will ignite and transform the way you
pray! Dr. Myles Munroe's biblically-based, time-tested prayer principles will take the
mystery out of communicating with God. In this guide, you'll explore deeper insights
and thought-provoking questions for life application of these powerful truths. Discover a
new dimension of faith, a deeper revelation of God's love, and a renewed
understanding that you can pray--and receive results.
Discover the Life You Were Meant to Live! You were born with a unique purpose and
meant to do something in life that only you can accomplish. In this study guide
companion to Myles Munroe's eye-opening book, The Principles and Power of Vision,
you will explore deeper insights into your purpose and thought-provoking questions for
personal application to your life. Designed for either individual or group study, this guide
will help you to: Dig deeper into proven biblical principles Expand your knowledge of the
issues at hand. Enrich your understanding of God's truths. Apply the material to your
particular life circumstances. Fulfill your true purpose and potential in life. The most
important thing we can find out about ourselves is the purpose for our existence. As you
progress through the time-tested truths and principles of vision in these pages, you will
come to understand your life's purpose, discover how to make your dreams and hopes
a living reality, and find a new passion for living.
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The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white
people have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these
reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book”
(Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the
phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that
white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions
such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including argumentation and silence.
These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how
white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage
more constructively.

Best-selling author Myles Munroe reveals in this book the key to personal
fulfillment: purpose. We must pursue purpose because our fulfillment in life
depends upon our becoming what we were born to be and do. In Pursuit of
Purpose will guide you on that path to finding God's purpose for your life.
In Understanding the Purpose and Power of Authority, best-selling author Dr.
Myles Munroe turns the widely accepted but counterfeit concept of authority
upside down. Then, he reveals God’s original intent, showing us how to live in
the freedom of our own personal authority in God’s great design and to respond
positively to the inherent authority of others. Many people view authority as
something oppressive, stifling, and even fearful. All of us hate to be controlled or
manipulated. Our negative concepts and experiences of authority produce lifedraining emotions—fear, distrust, suspicion, friction, defensiveness, antagonism,
stress, worry, and dread. Others have a limited perspective of what authority
means, believing that only people who reach a certain “level” in life can exercise
it. They don’t believe they could ever be called to a place of authority. The truth
is, we were all created for authority, and we are all answerable to the authority of
others. Authority is what we’re authorized to do by our inherent purposes. You
have a God-given calling to develop your own personal authority to carry out your
unique purpose in life.
Thriving in a Changing WorldChange comes to all of us—whether we prepare for it
or not. How we deal with those inevitable changes—no matter what the
source—determines whether they will ultimately be a positive or negative force in
our lives. Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe reveals how to experience
security, confidence, and freedom in the uncertainty of our changing world.
Through this book, you can discover how to: Become an active part of
change—not its victim. Be free of fear during unsettling times. Fulfill your Godgiven purpose. Maximize the benefits of change. Tap into the positive power of
change. Be proactive in pursuing your God-given purpose. You can be ready for
the changing seasons that lie ahead.
The New York Times #1 bestselling book by Pastor Rick Warren that helps you
understand and live out the purpose of your life. Before you were born, God
already planned your life. God longs for you to discover the life he uniquely
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created you to live--here on earth, and forever in eternity. Let The Purpose
Driven Life show you how. As one of the bestselling nonfiction books in history,
with more than 35 million copies sold, The Purpose Driven Life is far more than
just a book; it's the road map for your spiritual journey. A journey that will
transform your life. Designed to be read in 42 days, each chapter provides a daily
meditation and practical steps to help you discover and live out your purpose,
starting with exploring three of life's most pressing questions: The Question of
Existence: Why am I alive? The Question of Significance: Does my life matter?
The Question of Purpose: What on earth am I here for? The book also includes
links to 3-minute video introductions and a 30- to 40-minute audio Bible study
message for each chapter. Plus questions for further study and additional
resources. The Purpose Driven Life is available in audiobook, ebook, softcover,
and hardcover editions. Also available: The Purpose Driven Life video study and
study guide, journal, devotional, book for kids, book for churches, Spanish
edition, Large Print edition, and more.
"This study guide to The Most Important Person on Earth: The Holy Spirit,
Governor of the Kingdom is designed for personal application to give readers a
deeper understanding of why the Holy Spirit is the key to their purpose and
fulfillment on earth"--Provided by publisher.
In Keys for Prayer, Dr. Munroe reveals God’s purposes for prayer while
providing powerful principles for putting it into practice. When you understand the
principles of prayer, you can communicate with God with effectiveness, grace,
and confidence. You can know that He hears and answers your requests. Start
applying these keys for prayer today and live in your calling as God’s fellow
worker in fulfilling His purposes on earth.
The inherent purpose of all men is fatherhood. Whether a man is married or
single, and whether or not he has children, he is designed by God to fulfill the
role of father in the lives of those around him. It is his calling to reflect the
creative and cultivating nature of God. This book provides key principles and
insights that will teach you how to be a father in your personal sphere of
influence. In clear and compelling terms, Dr. Munroe explains how a man can
become source, nourisher, sustainer, protector, teacher, discipler, leader, head,
caring one, and developer. The Fatherhood Principle provides practical
guidelines for fulfilling your God-given fatherhood role by showing you… How to
be the foundation of your family How to be strong even in the storms of life How
to meet the needs of women How to develop the potential and gifts of children
How to find your life’s vision Five vital purposes of the male Discover God’s
original blueprint for men and step into your true purpose in life.
In this study guide companion to Understanding the Purpose and Power of
Woman, you'll explore deeper insights into God's truth about the woman and
thought-provoking questions for personal application to your life. Designed for
either individual or group study--and practical and beneficial for both women and
men--this guide helps you to dig deeper into God's proven principles and
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liberating purpose for the woman as she was meant to be.
Single, Married, Separated, & Life After Divorce, Expanded Edition (2003)
Singleness is a myth. To be single means to be all one (alone), separate, unique
and whole. MARRIAGE is when two separate, unique and whole persons, one
male and one female, make a covenant to exchange vows, committing their lives
to remain together until death. Separation is an unofficial divorce with the exact
same effect as divorce. It is the most tragic state of limbo. Divorce means to
desert. The armed forces prosecute deserters. God has made no provision for
divorce in the Bible. If you are invited to a wedding, you are a covenant witness,
and if this couple later divorces, you should be invited to the divorce just as you
were to the wedding.
Understanding Your Potential is a motivating, provocative look at the awesome
potential trapped within you, waiting to be realized. This book will cause you to be
uncomfortable with your present state of accomplishment and dissatisfied with
resting on your past success. It will turn your failure into motivation and
mediocrity into excellence.
An essential guide to building transformative movements to address the
challenges of our time, from one of the country’s leading organizers and a cocreator of Black Lives Matter “Excellent and provocative . . . a gateway [to]
urgent debates.”—Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, The New Yorker NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY Time • Marie Claire • Kirkus Reviews In
2013, Alicia Garza wrote what she called “a love letter to Black people” on
Facebook, in the aftermath of the acquittal of the man who murdered seventeenyear-old Trayvon Martin. Garza wrote: Black people. I love you. I love us. Our
lives matter. With the speed and networking capacities of social media,
#BlackLivesMatter became the hashtag heard ’round the world. But Garza knew
even then that hashtags don’t start movements—people do. Long before
#BlackLivesMatter became a rallying cry for this generation, Garza had spent the
better part of two decades learning and unlearning some hard lessons about
organizing. The lessons she offers are different from the “rules for radicals” that
animated earlier generations of activists, and diverge from the charismatic,
patriarchal model of the American civil rights movement. She reflects instead on
how making room amongst the woke for those who are still awakening can
inspire and activate more people to fight for the world we all deserve. This is the
story of one woman’s lessons through years of bringing people together to
create change. Most of all, it is a new paradigm for change for a new generation
of changemakers, from the mind and heart behind one of the most important
movements of our time.
God, God Almighty, God the Creator of man--this same God, in all His power and
all His majesty, stops and listens when you pray. All that God is--and all that God
has--may be received through prayer. Everything you need to fulfill your purpose
on earth is available to you through prayer. The biblically-based, time-tested
principles presented by Dr. Myles Munroe will ignite and transform the way you
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pray. Be prepared to enter into a new dimension of faith, a deeper revelation of
God's love, and a renewed understanding that your prayers can truly move the
hand of God.
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important
decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides
whom we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white
candidate and convict the dark-skinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay
her less than the man doing the same job. It can direct us to safety when disaster
strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be
manipulated to turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of
bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar
Vedantam journeys through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology,
and behavioral science to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its
decisive impact on the choices we make as individuals and as a society. Filled
with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling, and cutting-edge science, this is
an engrossing exploration of the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they
are revealed.
Best-selling author Myles Munroe examines cultural attitudes toward men and
discusses the purpose God has given them.
The male is in crisis. Traditional roles once gave men stability and continuity from
generation to generation. Today, the world is sending out conflicting signals
about what it means to be a man. Many men are questioning who they are and
what roles they fulfill in life—as a male, a husband, and a father—leaving them
frustrated and causing them to live far below their potential. Best-selling author
Dr. Myles Munroe examines cultural attitudes toward men and addresses critical
issues such as: How can men gain their footing in the ever-shifting environment
of cultural expectations? What does it mean to be male? What definition of
masculinity should men adopt? What roles should men fulfill-in the workplace and
in the home? What do gender roles have to do with the male's purpose? What
are the differences between males and females? How are men and women
meant to relate to one another? How can a man build a better life for himself, his
family, and the world? When men understand the purpose God has given them
and the true design of their relationship with women, they will be free to fulfill their
destiny and potential. Expanded edition with study guide material included.
Every manufactured product was made to function within the context of specified
guidelines and an ideal environment in order to achieve its maximum
performance. The presence of God is the established ideal atmosphere in which
mankind was designed to function. From more than 30 years of ministry,
teaching, and study, Dr. Myles Munroe presents rock-solid, time-tested principles
that break new ground in the exploration of the complex issues of praise and
worship In this engaging and authoritative work you will learn: The key to
maximizing your full life on earth Why God placed man in the garden of Eden The
purpose and priority of the presence of God The seven dimensions of praise The
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purpose and power of personal and corporate worship How to practice and
protect the presence of God in your life Much, much more!
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